Document Status

- No published changes since IETF ’69
- New versions due out this week
To Appear in NHDP -05

- Updated: for new packetbb/timetlv/[jitter]
To Appear in NHDP -05

- Identify: recently-used-own-address
- avoid polluting 2-hop set
- no extra signaling
- don’t use it, don’t pay for it
To Appear in NHDP -05

- **Removed:** Local Interface Block and OTHER_IF TLV
- single-address saving
- no privileged status of 1\(^{st}\) addr block
- replaced by LOCAL_IF TLV
To Appear in OLSRv2 -05

- Updated: for new packetbb/timetlv/[jitter]
To Appear in OLSRv2 -05

• **Identify:** recently-used-originator-address

• avoid polluting topology set

• no extra signaling

• don’t use it, don’t pay for it
To Appear in OLSRv2-05

- **Removed:** Local Address Block
- single-address saving
- no privileged status of 1\textsuperscript{st} addr block
- replaced by LOCAL\_IF TLV
To Appear in OLSRv2 -05

- **Added**: missing section ensuring set consistency